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NINJA

Heroes of the Far East: Ninja

of this may be true, ninja also deliberately spread misinformation to confuse and
intimidate enemies.
The life of a ninja offers great reward, but also great danger. Not only do ninja
undertake missions pitting them against a superior number of foes, they must also be
vigilant of ninja from rival clans that may be lurking in any shadow. Many ninja strive to
keep their true identity secret even from their closest friends and family, both for their
own safety as well as the safety of others.

BUILDING A NINJA

Because they rely on stealth, most ninja come from classes for whom stealth comes
naturally, including rogue and ranger. Those trained in monasteries, who wield the
power of shadows, or who bring the vengeance of their god also frequently become
ninja. Only rarely do other classes acquire the necessary training to become ninja.
NINJA TRAITS
Secondary Role: Striker
Power Source: Shadow
Granted Power: You gain the vanishing strike power.

It is odd. People always look nervous when they see me. But they have it reversed. They
should be worried when they cannot see me.
Samurai may rule the open battle field, but not all battles are won in the open.
Sabotage, espionage, and assassination are the tools of the ninja, and these can do far
more damage than a clever flanking maneuver. Those obsessed with codes of honor
often look down upon the ninja for what they perceive as shameful tactics, and many
believe all ninja are ruthless mercenaries who sell their services to the highest bidder.
While true of some ninja, many ninja dedicate themselves to serving a particular lord or
to protecting the less fortunate.
Ninja are trained in secret academies controlled by powerful clans, and they begin
their training at a young age. New students are usually the children of ninja clan
members, but they occasionally take in outsiders who show promise. The arduous
training focuses the ninja’s body, mind, and spirit. They learn battle tactics, stealth, and
how to cloud their foes’ minds. Rumors abound that ninja possess a host of supernatural
powers, such as walking on water, changing into beasts, and controlling fire. While some

Ninja Powers
The powers presented below are available to any character who has taken the Ninja
profession.
Vanishing Strike
Ninja Feature
Your foe sees you only the very instant you strike, and then you vanish before his eyes.
Encounter ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Melee weapon
Target: One creature.
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 1[W] + ability modifier damage and you are invisible to the target until the end or your next
turn.
Level 11
Hit: As above, but 2[W] + ability modifier damage.
Level 21
Hit: As above, but 3[W] + ability modifier damage.
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Level 2 Utility Power

Level 5 Daily Power

No Misstep
Ninja Utility 2
When another might make a careless mistake, you place your foot perfectly to avoid the slightest noise.
Encounter ✦ Shadow
Free Action
Personal
Trigger: You dislike the result of a Stealth check
Effect: Reroll the Stealth check with a bonus equal to your Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma
modifier.

Forever Out of Sight
Ninja Attack 5
You weave through the battle always keeping a barrier between you and your enemy.
Daily ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action Melee weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 2[W] + ability modifier damage and you may shift a number of squares equal to your speed.
Miss: Half damage.
Effect: Until the end of the encounter, if the target ends its turn and you do not have cover or
conceal from it, you may shift half your speed. You may not end this movement adjacent to the
target.
Special: If you were hidden from the target at the start of your turn, you deal an additional 1[W]
damage if you hit.
Level 11
Hit: As above, but 3[W] + ability modifier damage.
Level 21
Hit: As above, but 4[W] + ability modifier damage.

Level 3 Encounter Power
Strike from the Shadows
Ninja Attack 3
Unable to see you, your opponent lets down his guard allowing you to strike a devastating blow.
Encounter ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Melee weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 2[W] + ability modifier damage.
Special: If you were hidden from the target at the start of your turn, you deal an additional 1[W]
damage if you hit.
Level 11
Hit: As above, but 3[W] + ability modifier damage.
Level 21
Hit: As above, but 4[W] + ability modifier damage.

Level 6 Utility Power
Walk Unseen
Ninja Utility 6
You walk mere inches past the guard’s nose, but he has no idea that you are there.
Encounter ✦
Minor Action
Personal
Effect: You become invisible until the end of your next turn.
Sustain Standard: You remain invisible.
Special: You may sustain this power until you take a short or extended rest; the normal 5 minute
limit does not apply.
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Level 7 Encounter Power

Level 9 Daily Power

Dark Unbalance
Ninja Attack 7
You step from the shadows and strike your enemy, sending him reeling and knocking him to the ground.
Encounter ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Melee weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 2[W] + ability modifier damage and push the target 1 square and knock it prone.
Special: If you were hidden from the target at the start of your turn, you deal an additional 1[W]
damage if you hit and you may slide the target instead of pushing it.
Level 11
Hit: As above, but 3[W] + ability modifier damage.
Level 21
Hit: As above, but 4[W] + ability modifier damage.

Three Blades of Night
Ninja Attack 9
You strike your enemy three time in vital chakra’s rendering him wounded and disabled.
Daily✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Melee weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 1 [W] + ability modifier damage and the target is immobilized (save ends).
Effect: Make a secondary attack.
Secondary Target: The same or another creature.
Secondary Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Secondary Hit: 1[W] + ability modifier damage and the target is dazed (save ends)
Special: If you were hidden from at least one enemy at the start of your turn, you may make a
tertiary attack.
Tertiary Target: One creature you were hidden from at the start of your turn.
Tertiary Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Tertiary Hit: 1[W] + ability modifier damage and the target is blinded (save ends)
Miss: If you do not hit with a primary, secondary, or tertiary attack, you become invisible until the
end of your next turn.
Level 11
Hit: As above, but the primary attack deals 2[W] + ability modifier damage.
Level 21
Hit: As above, but the primary, secondary, and tertiary attacks deal 2[W] + ability modifier
damage.

Level 10 Utility Power
Vanish Before the Blade
Ninja Utility 10
Just as your foe is about to strike, you disappear, and his blade strikes thin air.
Encounter
Immediate Interrupt
Personal
Trigger: You are targeted with a melee or ranged attack.
Effect: You become invisible until the start of your next turn. If the triggering attack misses you,
you may shift 3 squares as a free action.
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AIR STEP MASTER
“Free yourself from the concerns of the world, and in turn you can be free of it.”
Prerequisite: Ninja profession
While ninja trained in different schools have many similarities, not all ninja
follow the same path. Some schools emphasis particular elements such as fire
or water, while others may imitate certain animals. The path of the Air Step
Master focuses on liberating the spirit and listening to the wind.
The path of the Air Step Master is also a spiritual path. They learn to set aside
earthly concerns, and in doing so, can loosen the ties that bind mortals to the
earth. True Masters overcome gravity, walking up walls and flying through the
air.
Air Step Masters may seem detached. They remain calm under pressure, and
seldom show signs of anger. This does not mean that they are without
emotions, only that they have learned to control them. The can ignore emotion
when it would be a distraction, or embrace it when it would be an ally. Nor
does their training mean that they are blind to suffering or immune from greed.

Air Step Master Path Features
Step Lightly (11th level): You may move across liquid surfaces as though they
were solid ground, and you gain a climb speed equal to your base speed.
Wind’s Action (11th level): When you spend an action point to make an
attack, if you hit the target, you also slide it a number of squares equal to your
primary ability modifier. You may slide the target vertically, but if the target
cannot fly, you must end the movement on a sold surface.
Light as Air (16th level): You take no damage from falling and always land on
your feet. Additionally, you gain the walk on air power.
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Air Step Master Powers
Wind Blade
Air Step Master Attack 11
Your blade flies, propelled by the wind. It pierces your foe and pulls him to the ground.
Encounter ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Ranged 10
Requirement: You must throw your melee weapon at the targets.
Target: One or two creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 3[W] + ability modifier damage and the target loses any fly speed it posses until the end of
your next turn. If the target was in the air, it floats harmlessly to the ground.
Effect: Your weapon returns to your hand.
Cushion Fall
Air Step Master Utility 12
You create a cushion of air to help your falling ally..
Daily ✦ Shadow
Immediate Interrupt
Close burst 10
Trigger: An ally takes falling damage
Effect: Make an Acrobatics check. Reduce the ally’s falling damage by an amount equal to half your
check. If you reduce the damage to zero, the ally is not prone after falling.
Walk on Air
Air Step Master Feature 16
You step on the air just as easily as though it were solid ground.
At-Will ✦ Shadow
Move Action
Personal
Effect: You fly a number of squares equal to your speed. If you do not end this movement on a solid
surface you fall.
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Whirlwind Strike
Air Step Master Attack 20
Your weapon flies into your enemy. You then fly after it, grasp your weapon, and deliver a spinning strike.
Daily ✦ Shadow, Weapon
Standard Action
Ranged 10
Requirement: You must throw your melee weapon at the targets.
Target: One creature
Attack: Primary ability vs. AC
Hit: 3[W] + ability modifier damage.
Miss: Half Damage
Effect: You fly your speed + 4 to a square adjacent to the target. You gain a +4 bonus to all defenses
against opportunity attack you provoke from this movement. After your move, you regain your
weapon and make a secondary attack.
Close burst 1
Secondary Target: Each enemy in burst.
Secondary Hit: 1[W] + ability modifier damage and push the target 3 squares.

NINJA FEATS
CLING TO THE SHADOWS
Prerequisites: Ninja profession
Benefit: If you begin your turn invisible and the effect would end at the end of
this turn, and you make an attack but do not hit any targets during your turn,
you remain invisible until the end of your next turn.
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INSTINCTIVE STEALTH
Prerequisites: Ninja profession
Benefit: If you begin combat with concealment or cover make a Stealth check
when you roll initiative.
MASTER OF STEALTH
Prerequisites: Ninja profession
Benefit: You may attempt to hide if you have concealment or cover (except for
cover provided by an ally) instead of needing total concealment or total cover.
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Look for future articles from EN World detailing ninja weapons and
equipment!

